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Abstract—The emergence of Unified Modelling Language (UML) as a standard for modelling systems has 
encouraged the use of automated software tools that facilitate the development process from analysis 
through coding. In our approach UML class diagram is used to generate XML schema and generated xml 
schema is used for code generation.  
In our approach UML class diagram is used to generate XML schema and generated xml schema is used 
for code generation. We have implemented a system for XML Schema generation using .net platform. .net 
is helpful in fastly generating the tool. A tool named JIBX is used for code generation which is developed 
by IBM and also a open source tool. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Design through modelling, which is a norm in the engineering domains, enforces a careful investigation of the 
structure, behaviour and architecture of a system in the early stages of development and promotes 
documentation and reuse. This activity generates a number of models to represent different perspectives of a 
system and/or at different levels of detail. If not done with proper care, the implications of incorrect designs 
could be minor to severe. On the one hand, it could result in minor defects in the final implementation of the 
system, which cause frustrations for the user, but do not affect the functionality in a major way. On the other 
hand, it could lead to costly problems, such as failures or worse yet, harmful to its users. In software 
development, it has been studied that it costs ten times as much to fix a problem during implementation that 
which could have been corrected in the design phase of the development life-cycle. 
      XML was originally envisaged as a language for defining new document formats for the Web and can be 
considered a meta-language: a language for defining markup languages. XML is a text-based format that 
provide mechanisms for describing document structures using markup Tags. This document aims to define a 
correspondence between the class diagrams of Unified Modelling Language (UML) and XML. We propose a 
model that will generate code from Design i.e. UML class diagram. UML is being used as de-facto standard for 
software development, including web applications that exchange XML documents. Therefore a need arises to 
integrate XML schemas, i.e., schemas written in XML Schema, into UML-based software  development 
processes. Not only the production of XML schemas out of UML models is required, but even more the 
integration of XML schemas as input into the development process, because standard data structures and 
document types are part of the requirements. 
      Since both the technologies UML and XML are just beginning to grow, not much work has been done in the 
domain of mapping between these two techniques. Grady Booch et al[1], describes a graphical notation in UML 
for designing XML Schemas, in this paper the authors describe the relationship between UML and XML 
Schema. Carlson ([2]) describes an approach based on XMI rules for transforming UML to XML Schema. [2] 
also defines a UML profile which addresses most XML Schema concepts, except of simple content complex 
types,  global elements and attributes, and identity constraints. Regarding semantic equivalence, the profile has 
some weaknesses in its representation of model groups, i.e., sequence, choice, and all.In [3], Provost has 
addressed some of the weaknesses of [2], addressing representation of enumerations and other restriction 
constraints, and of list and union type constructors, although the latter doesn’t conform to UML. 
       Wu and Hsieh [5 ] used a technique for mapping UML to XML. They created XSD from class diagrams, 
but this technique is very complex to generate the XSD file for each class diagram. Mikael R. Jensen et a[l4], 
present an algorithm for conversion but this time in the opposite direction of our approach, they have developed 
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algorithms for automatically constructing UML diagrams from XML schema. Section 2 gives correspondence 
between UML and XML Schema and  also highlights similarities and difference between UML and XML 
Schema. Sections 3 describe the proposed work in detail. 

II. UML VERSUS  XML SCHEMA 
The Unified Modelling Language (UML) is a graphical language for visualizing, specifying, constructing, and 
documenting the artefacts of a software-intensive system. The UML offers a standard way to write a system's 
blueprints, including conceptual things such as business processes and system functions as well as concrete 
things such as programming language statements, database schemas, and reusable software components. The 
important point to note here is that UML is a 'language' for specifying and not a method or procedure. The UML 
is used to define a software system; to detail the artifacts in the system, to document and construct - it is the 
language that the blueprint is written in. The UML may be used in a variety of ways to support a software 
development methodology (such as the Rational Unified Process) - but i
n itself it does not specify that methodology or process. 
       XML stands for eXtensible Markup Language. XML is a markup language much like HTML. XML tags are 
not predefined. You must define your own tags. XML uses a Document Type Definition (DTD) or an XML 
Schema to describe the data. XML with a DTD or XML Schema is designed to be self-descriptive. XML 
Schema is an XML based schema description language. An XML schema describes the structure, contents and 
semantics of an XML document. It is an W3C recommendation. It can be referenced through any standard XML 
parser. The XML Schema language is also referred to as XML Schema Definition (XSD). The purpose of an 
XML Schema is to define the legal building blocks of an XML document, just like a DTD. An XML Schema 
defines elements and attributes that can appear in a document, which elements are child elements, their order 
and number, whether an element is empty or can include text, data types for elements and attributes, and default 
and fixed values for elements and attributes. Both XML and UML have object oriented characteristics but still 
there some issues[6] that arise at time of transformation. One issue to be addressed is the difference in the 
conceptual level between XML Schema and UML. UML is primarily architectural and conceptual. XML 
Schema, on the other hand, is more programmatic and implementation oriented. XML Schema includes 
programmatic and syntactic details that are not generally captured in UML. The next issue is that of ordering. In 
UML, attributes of a class are unordered. On the contrary, in XML Schema, ordering information is very 
important. In general, XML Schema can specify whether a set of  elements is ordered or unordered, i.e. specific 
XML Schema constructs are used to indicate whether a set of elements is ordered or not. 
       Another issue is that XML Schema is textual, whereas UML is graphical. Incorporating excessive textual 
information in a graphical model causes an overloaded and complex diagram. Finally, the different treatment of 
derivation in XML Schema and UML must be considered. Class derivation in UML only allows attributes to be 
added, not removed, from an existing class definition. This is modelled using generalization in UML. In 
contrast, derivation in XML Schema allows attribute addition (by extension) or elimination (by 
restriction).Therefore, although generalization in UML can be used to represent XML extension, another 
method is required to represent XML restriction in UML. 

 
III. PROPOSED METHOD 

1. With ARGO UML modelling tool create UML MODEL for the application. 
We are using Argo UML for generating a UML diagram. Argo UML is drag and drop interface in which we 
pick a particular element like class and drop it onto editing pane. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 3.1 UML Class Diagram Generation 
 

2. Read the UML MODEL and convert the model in Textual form. 
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UML generated by ARGO UML in previous step is codified in textual form with help of following 
rules: 
i) Class is represented with help of square brackets ”[ ]” like in above example class person is 

represented as [person] 
ii) Class attributes are represented by parentheses “( )” and access specifier are represented using 

standard terminology of UML i.e. public is specified by symbol “+” private  is specified by symbol 
“-” and protected is specified by symbol “#”like in above example attributes of person is 
represented as (+name: string ; +address: string; +age: string) and different attributes are separated 
by semicolon “;”. 

iii) Class methods are represented by curly braces “{ }” and name of method is followed by its return 
type and arguments access specifier are represented using standard terminology of UML i.e. public 
is specified by symbol “+” private  is specified by symbol “-” and protected is specified by symbol 
“#”like in above example method of director class is represented as {+working: void : void}and 
different attributes are separated by semicolon “;”. 

iv) Association between two classes is represented by “*-*” like in above example person class is 
associated with class company it is represented as [person] *-* [college]. 

v) Inheritance relationship of classes is represented by “->” like in above example person class is 
inherited by director class so it is represented like [director] -> [person]. 

vi) Aggregation relationship is represented by symbol “<>” like in above example college class and 
department class have aggregation relationship so it is represented as [college] <> [department]. 

 

[person(+name: string; +address: string; +age: Integer)] 

[person] *-* [college(+name: string; address: string)] 

 [director{working: void : void}] -> [person]. 

 [director] *-* [faculty(+name: string; +FID: integer)] 

[college] <>  [department(+name: string)] 

 
Fig 3.2 Text UML 

 
3. Apply Transformation rules to text UML and generate XSD file[11]. 

Once a text UML file is generated we are ready to generate XML Schema. For transforming XML 
Schema from UML text we have generated a tool[26] which will use following mapping rules: 
i) A class in a class diagram is represented with XML element and a matching complex type.  
ii) Attributes of class is represented XML element with type attribute for data type and enclosed 

within <xs:sequence> 
iii) Assuming all built-in data types in UML have equivalent data types in XML. Built-in data types 

like int, double, string, are mapped to  <xs:int>,<xs:double><xs:string> 
iv) If an existing data type is not found, it is treated as an user-defined data type. User-defined data 

types of UML mapping is derived through generalization from existing simple types 
v) The UML representation is either a UML attribute preceded by ‘/’ or a UML method preceded by 

<<XSDDerivedAttribute>> stereotype. Derived Attributes XML element with name and type 
attributes for data type 

vi) A general association is represented in both classes connected by the association. reference 
element, with IDREF attribute referencing the associated class and keyref for type safety 
(key/keyref references) 

vii)  Inheritance by extension is assumed and not inheritance by restriction complex type of the 
subclass is defined as an extension of the complex type of the super class 

viii) OCL constraints are represented using invariant, precondition and post condition. OCL constraints 
are mapped to restriction element.  

4. Use XSD file for Code generation with help of JiBX: XSD generated in previous step is input to this 
step. [13] JiBX is used for code generation from XML Schema. JiBX is open source tool from IBM. 
JiBx generate object oriented code that is java code. This java code is our final output and can be used 
directly during project development hence reduce human efforts. 
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Fig 3.3 JIBX running Screenshot 
 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
In this work, we have presented a new approach that produces automatically code from UML class diagram with 
XML Schema transformation. We have implemented this approach through a prototype. This automatic code 
generation can reduce efforts and development time by reducing coding efforts.  
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